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HELLINIKON AND THE QUESTION
OF THE LARGE URBAN vOID

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
School of Architecture - SMArchS Thesis
Athens, Greece | 6.26 sq. km.
Advisor: Michael Dennis | Reader: Brent Ryan
2013 Cambridge, USA
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The intention behind this thesis is to examine how the
latest socio-economic crisis, in Greece, Europe and the
World affects our cities. This thesis is an attempt to invent
strategies for the declining city of Athens and trace the
opportunities offered by the Athenian landscape and the
recently ceased airport of Hellinikon.
Twelve years after the cease of its operation, Hellinikon
remains the largest abandoned urban void in the fabric
of Athens. Neither the public demand for a Metropolitan
Park nor the state-driven privatization attempts have
yet proven to be fruitful. In a critical time of economic
recession and social segregation, the question of the
large urban void emerges and traditional redevelopment
practices are questioned.
The answer to the question of the large urban void lies
next to grassroots initiatives currently active within
Hellinikon that creatively exploit the public land. This
thesis argues that spontaneous and individual activities
can shift into a holistic self-instituted narrative for the
Hellinikon area, constructing a new urban vision; the
Collective Superstructure.
The urban narrative commences with the gradual
occupation of the former airport’s territory and evolves as
a community-based development, relying on the use of
local natural resources, water-management systems and
re-use of facilities found on site.
The goal of this thesis is to state that the use of prime
urban land as an investment to generate profit and
redistribute it to the people has failed us and can no
longer constitute our primary objective. The post-crisis
era should signify a holistic turn on how we perceive
urban space and spatial justice.
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ROBERT A.M. STERN ARCHITECTS
Client: Vanke Real Estate Development
Design and Construction Documentation
Shanghai, China | 72,000 sq. m.
Project Directors: Paul Whalen, Grant Marani
Landscape Architect: OLIN
Associated Architect: TIANHUA ARCHITECTURE
2014 New York, USA
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RESIDENTIAL PROJECT
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residential towers
midrise units
clubhouse
retail
crescent
the mews
motorcourt

The Min Sheng Residential Project is a 72,000 sq. m.
development, in close proximity to Huangpu river in
Shanghai, China. The developper is Vanke, the largest
real estate developer in China and one of the largest
worldwide.
The principal design intention was to create luxurious,
distinct neighborhoods within the development site itself.
Therefore, during the masterplan and schematic design
phase our team defined two major public spaces; the
Crescent, a semi-circular open space covering an area
of over 5,000 sq. m. and the Mews, a small urban plaza
covering an area of 1,200 sq. m.
To maximize the views towards the river, the four 26-storey
residential towers, have been place radially around the
Crescent, with the Clubhouse and a Midrise residentail
unit shifting the scale back to the public space. Wrapped
around the crescent runs the retail podium of the complex,
offering a continuous urban facade towards the city, while
maintaining privacy for the residents.
The Clubhouse, located at the north tip of the Crescent
serves as the public entrance of the complex, and
is equipped with an indoor swimming pool, offering
stunning views towards the public spaces and the city.
The Mews is the public space between two midrise units,
and is located at the axis of the fifth tower, on the west
side of the site. Finally, the Motorcourt, offers an exclusive
experience to incoming residents and visitors upon their
arrival, provides the necessary control and security, and
serves as the common ground between the two distincts
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KAZLIÇESME REAL
ESTATE DEvELOPMENT

ROBERT A.M. STERN ARCHITECTS
Private Development | Invited Competition
Istanbul, Turkey | sq. m.
Project Director: Grant Marani
2014 New York, USA
On a spectacular site on the Sea of Marmara, between
Istanbul’s old walls and Ataturk airport, existing historic
buildings provide challenges and opportunities for
Kazlicesme, a new mixed-use district of cultural attraction,
shopping, hotel, lofts, and low and high-rise residential
buildings, to create an important cultural landmark in
Istanbul, as well as a very desirable place to live.
The proposal envisions a network of distinct
neighborhoods on three axes aligned with preserved,
historic buildings to knit the old and new together to make
a traditional, Turkish town with a mixture of narrow and
wide streets, squares, parks, and places to meet. The
intent is to create the feeling of a village that is centered
on a cultural square. This cultural square will be anchored
by a re-purposed armory building which will become a
venue for ballet, theater, concerts, and art exhibitions and
more. This central building along with shops, restaurants,
as well as adjacent parks and green space will allow for
exhibition sports games, for children to play, and a lively
plaza at theheart of Kazlicesme.
Four major neighborhoods pinwheel around the cultural
center, each anchored by the re-use of a historical building:
the offices; the hotel; the luxury living complex; and the
residential community. Green squares within provide an
outdoor focal point for each of the neighborhoods.Given
Istanbul’s arid climate, we will create an environmentally
appropriate landscape retention pools have incorporated
to cool the microclimate, collect rain water off of buildings,
and enhance outdoor spaces. Additionally, lack of
vehicular traffic in our pedestrian-friendly streetscape will
reduce area smog levels.
With careful attention to local style and culture, RAMSA’s
proposal aspire to transform Kazlicesme into a thriving,
cultural hub for people to live, visit, learn, and experience.
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SHRIMAD RAJCHANDRA
MISSION MASTERPLAN

SERIE ARCHITECTS
Private Development | Masterplan Competition
Dharampur, India | 90 Ha
Project Directors: Christopher Lee, Kapil Gupta
2012 Mumbai, India
The Shrimad Rajchandra Ashram, Dharampur, at present,
is spread over 223 acres on the hillock of Mohangadh
on the outskirts of Dharampur. Of this, around 4-5 acres
of land has been developed on which several, primarily
need-based, structures have been constructed.
The present infrastructure however, is insufficient to cater
to the ever-increasing influx of seekers and devotees, who
come from all over the world to the Ashram. The growth
and further development of the Ashram is thus essential
for supporting the spiritual advancement of seekers.
In light of the above, a new ‘Master Plan’ was necessary
in order to establish the Ashram as a complete and whole
ecosystem with appropriate arrangements made for all
the vital elements in it – devotees, seekers, permanent
residents, support staff and others. This Master Plan
would be the guiding force for all ashram development
and related activities.
The future ashram design seeks to massively increase
the present facilities and will include:
> Centers of Spiritual Activities, such as a new temples,
a museum, discourse halls, auditorium, library, research
center, and meditation cells.
> Accomodation Facilities, including a wide range of
dwellings, villas, and staff quarters.
> Supporting Facilities, such as administrative offices,
sporting facilities, medical centre, dining halls, and more.
> Landscaping, including parks and gardens, public
spaces, playgrounds, water bodies, etc.
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aarvli ESTATES
RESORT

SERIE ARCHITECTS
Private Development | Design and Construction
Goa, India | 9,000 sq. m.
Project Directors: Christopher Lee, Kapil Gupta
2012 Mumbai, India
Aarvli Estates is situated close to Goa on the Konkan
coast, part of the western coastline of India. Featuring
rugged hills and dramatic coastal views this region
is designated an area of outstanding natural beauty.
Located at the top of a steep cliff the site overlooks the
Arabian Sea to the west and the Mochemad Khadi estuary
to the north with verdant hills to the east and south. The
drama and sensitivity of this topography demands an
architecture that is on the one hand unobtrusive and
sensitive and on the other hand capable of exploiting the
surrounding views.
The project draws inspiration from the famous forts
of Maharashtra. A typical fort is based on a system of
massive ramparts that closely follow the contours of its
mountain-side setting. The resulting architecture has a
compelling curvilinear plan that is both easily extendible
and in harmony with its natural context. Moreover, the
form of the fort is inherently suited to observing the
surrounding area. The plan of the resort is similarly
arrayed along the contours of the site.
A curvilinear circulation spine is used to delineate a
series of public and private spaces. This wavelike plan
also allows a sequence of punctuated circular openings
that bring light into the building and allow the use of
greenery and pools of water. Circular courtyards are
used as shaded dining and recreation areas and seafacing swimming pools allow panoramic views. This
organisational strategy is reflected in the design of the
undulating roofscape. The intention here is for architectural
consistency and environmental responsibility. Along
the sea-facing elevation the roof sails over the facade
providing shade for the areas below. The roof is planted
with grasses which reduce solar gain, provide better
insulation, and help merge the building into its context.
In summary, the use of an innovative plan allows the
creation of a building that is highly respectful of its
sensitive natural context but that also enjoys distinct
spatial qualities that will make it a premium destination
in the region.
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TOWARD A DEvELOPMENT MODEL FOR
THE MIDDLE RING SUBURBS

ORGANIZATION FOR PERMANENT MODERNITY
Research Development
Boston, USA
Project Director: Alexander D’ Hooghe
2012 Cambridge, USA
The Middle Ring suburbs are a category of older suburbs,
caught between downtowns and the well-off exurbs and
outlying suburbs. Their socio-economic decline during
the past 40 years has been documented as investment
went to downtown centers and exurbs. Today, the Middle
Ring suburbs may have become an area of opportunity
for re-investment. The real estate crisis has shaved values
in the exurbs by 20-40 percent, even in East Coast cities,
while Middle Ring suburbs have retained their value
remarkably well.
The basic premise for this particular study, is the need to
depart from the development model usually associated
with downtowns and exurbs.
The study first defines the Middle Ring spatially, identifies
particular zones of opportunity within it, and proposes
a model that includes a series of ingredients. The
model proposed here exists in an abstract white space,
disregarding the limitations and constraints that any
specific site would impose.
The model is, more specifically, based on (1) the
upgrading of infrastructural joints and relations; (2) the
introduction of specific spatial-programmatic ingredients
that are not appropriate in exurbs or downtowns; and (3)
the insertion of a series of container buildings that can
be used as parking first, yet turn into office or loft space
within a few years.
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ILIAS ZARBALIS
HAIR SALON

Olive3 Architecture & Design
Design and supervision of construction
Voukourestiou str, Athens | 300 sq.m.
2008-2009 Athens, Greece

Creative team OLIVE3 architecture & design was
assigned to design within a shell consisted of three levels
(basement of 95 sqm, 85 sqm ground floor, first floor 105
square meters) inside an old bourgeois building of the
30’s, using modern materials, advanced technology and
great style to meet the needs of a multifunctional space
that appeals to a discerning audience, familiar with
modern services and amenities, typical feature of this
particular beauty salon franchise.
Basic synthetic principle was to create a new optical
of the shop by the entrance of the gallery, to be better
perceived by the passing-by visitor of Voukourestiou
street. T
The side of the gallery has been redesigned and coated
in black wooden panels and three-dimensional texture to
create a unified feel.
On the ground level, were placed the lobby (reception),
a wardrobe and seven working stations. The core of the
store was placed on the floor (sixteen working stations)
joined with the ground floor with a stunning metal ladder
that develops in front of a three-dimensional white wall,
while some additional functions (makeup, waxing, public
toilets and personnel space) were positioned in the
basement.
On the upper floor all the functions unify through a
continuous ribbon made out f white corian, running
around space, as it transforms from bench to ceiling,
lamp, fragment and back.
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GLIFADA PRIVATE
RESIDENCE

Olive3 Architecture & Design
Design, refurbishment and construction
Glyfada, Athens | 200 sq.m.
2008 Athens, Greece
The residence is located in the southern suburbs of
Athens, in the upscale neighborhood of Glyfada. The
house occupies the 4th and 5th floor of an apartment
building and offers stunning views to the sea. The
study for this house aimed at two goals since the very
beginning. Respect the owner’s aspect on issues of style
and design and secondly take into account the limitation
that a recent renovation was placing upon the design.
The scope of our team was to renovate the roof garden
located on the upper level of the house, change the
wooden floor covering the entire surface of the living and
bedroom spaces, redesign the fireplace, fully renovate
the two bathrooms on the fourth floor, refurbish the
kitchen and nursery, as well as to accomodate casings
for all the radiators and air conditioners of the house.
The wood selection for the floor was a wide selection of
wenge boards, that were the catalyst for the new image
of the house. The new constructions that “dressed” the
radiators and air-condition units, were crafted with a
combination of Wenge wood, GKD mesh, and stainless
steel. The new fireplace, along with media devices
were incorporated into a wall that established the new
identity of the living space. The surface of the central wall
piece received a pearl/grey armour coat finish. Finally,
a space equipped with wooden furniture made of white
lacquer, storage drawers, and concealed lighting, came
to accomodate the needs of the client and complete the
synthesis.
The creative design and careful selection of materials,
and furniture has completed the new look of the house,
which resulted in a warm and pleasant feeling of light and
shadow contrasts.
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UNDER
ONE ROOF

European Architectural Competition
Bioclimatic European School in Crete
Heraklion, Greece | 2,700 sq. m.
Collaborator: Dimitris Papanikolaou
2012 Cambridge, USA
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Our design proposal is driven by the following objectives:
> Design a school that represents the European spirit by
connecting all students from different age levels into one
entity, while allowing each school to exist individually
> Provide environmental protection and energy efficiency
> Create Individual School Identities
> Use the principle of a push-pull unit where each unit
formulates individual classrooms that can shift based on
the landscape morphology.
> We unite the four buildings by a single canopy
that expresses the multicultural unity, while providing
environmental protection by shading the slabs and
preventing the buildings from thermal loads
> By hovering the canopy over the four buildings we
create a landscape between the terraces of the buildings
and the roof that maximizes landscape occupancy and
provides social open-air space.
> We place the four buildings in a square format
formulating a central courtyard while each building
creates an individual private courtyard
> Placing the square figure ground parallel to the sides of
the site leaves no space for the courtyards. By rotating the
square figure ground by 45 degrees we create spacious
courtyards between the plot sides and the corners of the
site
> We create two natural pits for the elementary and the
primary schools while leaving the space down the valley
for the secondary. Since the landscape is a valley we
create a pitched tessellated roof that climbs the hills
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KOZANI
CENTRAL SQUARE

National Architectural Competition
Kozani, Greece | 5,000 sq. m.
Collaborators: E. Katrini, A. Lyroudia, M. Papavasileiou
2010 Athens, Greece
The motive of the synthetic proposal was the preservation
of the trees and the area of “protection” around each one
of them. A pattern formed by circles of variable diameter
wraps around the trees and points the accesses and
the limits of the square, which are connected with the
pedestrian streets around it. In that way the square gains
a new identity and character. The microclimate of the
area is optimized by adding water elements and trees
at the northern part of the square. Green areas and soft
surfaces wrap around the trees and as we distance
from them we find slate tiling. The basic principle of the
proposal is a mild intervention, the retention of all trees
and the reuse of a great part of the prior tiling. The scene
is placed in the center and it has multiple uses. The urban
equipment is enriched with benches, chairs, lamps, a
playground and new stands.
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THE
WALL

massachusetts institute of technology
School of Architecture - Urban Design Studio
Providence, USA |
Professor: Michael Dennis
2011 Cambridge, USA
Downcity Providence could be interpreted as one island.
Defined by the riverfront and a highway, the Financial
and Jewelry district are clearly detached from the
surrounding areas; College Hill, Smith Hill, Federal Hill,
South Providence and Fox Point. And while the riverfront
consists an advantageous capital for the city, with its
famous Waterplace Park, the highway wraps around the
city undermining its continuity and connectivity with the
rest of the neighborhoods.
The Wall is an answer to the question of how a city
deals with its limits and edges. Specific boundaries are
not always factor of segregation, but also a decisive
factor of urbanity. Downcity, Providece is surrounded
by highway I-95. This piece of infrastructure shaped
a powerful boundary for the city having an impact to
both its connectivity and integrity along this edge. The
solution proposed is a linear zoning along this edge that
will accommodate big programs, preferably requiring
access to the highway. Thus, and given the fact that
the densification of the city will result in limited vehicular
access and parking, most of the circulation will be
absorbed right at the edge of the city allowing the inner
street network to function properly. This zoning features
big height and an interconnected linear network of
commercial arcades at the ground floor. Thus, this zoning
will generate a homogenous and rigid urban element that
will be read as the city’s new identity from the outside and
a continuous urban façade from the inside, restructuring
the dismantled urban scape while protecting Downcity
from the noise and aesthetics of the highway.
The Wall is interrupted on the intersection with major
streets, shaping gateways for the city. This way the Wall
does not segregate the city from its surroundings, but
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THE ROUNDABOUT
TOWN

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
School of Architecture - Urban Design Studio
Quincy Adams, USA |
Professor: Alexander D’ Hooghe
2012 Cambridge, USA
The Goal of the studio was to develop urban strategies
based on infrastructures and more specifically to
elaborate on the idea of Transit Oriented Development.
The site is located at the lowest point of a water basin,
surrounded by two steep hills. The I-93 highway runs
along a ledge, atop the east heelside and lands right
between the urban fabric and the MBTA station, splitting
the whole area in two. Finally, the extensive impervious
surfaces that are in place because of the surface parking
around major commercial and transportation nodes,
render the area unable to manage the significant amount
of runoff.
The design strategy takes advantage of the different
altitude between the city level and the highway level.
The idea is that instead of bringing down to the city
level, the entire vehicular traffic from the higway just for
providing parking space, parking should be lifted off the
gound level and linked directly to the highway, resulting
in the decongestion of the urban fabric, and significantly
reducing the impervious surfaces on the ground.
50 mph
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highway landing
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THE LOOP CONNECTS THE HIGHWAY TO THE MBTA STATION WHILE
OPENING UP THE URBAN SPACE ON THE GROUND LEVEL
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SPEED MAP SHOWING HOW THE LOOPS MAINTAIN HIGHER TRAFFIC
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THE AUTONOMOUS
CITY

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
School of Architecture - Urban Design Studio
Professor: Alexander D’ Hooghe
2012 Cambridge, USA
‘An autonomous Society is origin of the significations
it creates -of its institution- and it knows it self as such.
Autonomous Society is a society that self-institutes
itself explicitly. This amount to saying: it knows that the
significations in and through which it lives and exists as
society are its work [oeuvre] and that they are neither
necessary or contingent’
Cornelius Castoriades - The World in Fragments.
The goal of this exercise was to develop an ideal city
based on the work of a specific philosopher. My project
was an attempt to spatially interpret the work and theory of
contemporary Greek philosopher Cornelius Castoriades
and his idea of an autonomous society.
The main purpose of an autonomous city is to resist
against the pursuit of growth and development per se,
and offer the ground for an alternative evolution of the
communities.
The Autonomous city exists within a convention. Within a
boundary, that is recognizable as such. The city features
no infrastructure beyond this boundary; therefore cannot
import or export goods or resources.
It needs to produce everything necessary for its survival,
it cannot export, therefore trade (domesticated economy).
The main purpose of the autonomous city is to resist
against the pursuit of growth and development per se,
and offer the ground for an alternative evolution of the
communities. The principal tool of this pursuit is the
total elimination of external infrastructure (motorways,
railways, airports, power grid, telecommunications). The
existence of those amenities is driven by and built for
growth. However, a domesticated basic infrastructure
serves as a platform for the well-being and equality of the
community’s members.
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RIOTAP - RIO DE JANEIRO’S
TRAvEL COMPANION

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Senseable City Lab
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil | Digital Design Research
Supervisors: Carlo Ratti, Kristian Kloeckl
2012 Cambridge, USA
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Each academic year, the SENSEable City Lab invites
students at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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the transformable
desk-top

massachusetts institute of technology
Media Lab - Changing Places
City Home Group | RoboWall prototype research
Supervisors: Kent Larson, Ryan Chin
Collaborators: Christopher Miller, Hasier Larrea
2012 Cambridge, USA
More and better living is the goal; footprint reduction is
the main constraint. City Home’s transformable-interiormodules team embarked on an initial prototyping phase,
detailing unprecedented mechanisms, crafting new
spatial intelligences, re-wiring home as a platform for
innovation, and building new bridges in the void between
physical and virtual space.
The Transformable Desk-Top is the first complete
prototype of the “robowall” concept, a moving wall that
saves precious space in small apartments, and offers the
flexibility to accomodate a variety of different uses.
The main idea is that a desk can be unfolding from a
vertical position where it operates as a bookshelf, and
extending when in horizontal position to facilitate different
tasks, such as reading, tele-conferencing, or even
dinning.
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NEO FALIRO
STEAM POWER PLANT

E
F
G
H

KIFFISOS RIVER MUSEUM
TEMPLE OF KYVELI
COMMERCIAL AND RETAIL
NEW METRO STATION
TRAIN TRACKS
THE ANCIENT LONG WALLS
NEW SPP MAIN ENTRANCE
SPP STEAM POWER PLANT

Neo Faliro Steam Power Plant (SPP) is the first Power
Plant in Greece and was built in Athens in 1903. In 1986,
fourteen years after its final closure, the majority of the
complex and its equipment were listed as industrial
heritage monuments. Ever since, the industrial heritage
complex stays abandoned and neglected, and only
recently was certified free and safe from asbestos,
giving again the possibility for its reuse. Neo Faliro SPP is
located on the coast of Kifissos River, the larger surviving
riverbed in Athens. Its position at the conjunction of
metropolitan transportation networks, combined with
significant available vacant land, make it an ideal location
for an urban design project.
The key points, were to re-animate the industrial shell
itself, re-link the site with the current urban tissue, rejoin
neighborhoods and finally reposition the greater area
back into the map of metropolitan Athens. The new
strategy provisions the transformation of the old plant
into the Museum of Energy and Climate Change. This is
a dynamic space that simultaneously narrates the history
of the factory itself, and unveils the future of Energy
and the Climate Change. While preserving the unique
existing space and its equipment, secondary spaces are
retrofitted and new architectural features are introduced,
such as the new canopy along the central wing.
Along with the reanimation of the SPP, we propose some
complimentary uses within the surrounding area. Those
uses namely are: a “Water Resources, and Kifissos River
Museum», a New Metro Station, a Riverside Promenade,
Retail and Commercial Uses, and a four-hectare Park.
The aspiration of this project is to reanimate the
abandoned Power Plant while transforming it into an
attractor not only for the local community but for Greater
Athens at large.
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